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" tiustees have seldom,been castin a heroic role."
For,' decades they have been blamed, for whatever
Faults people have found with the nation's colleges

and universities.
:Trustees have been charged, variously,- with

reptesenting the older generation, the -white race,

religious orthodoxy, political powerholders, business
ancteconomic conservatismin short, The 'Estab7

,.
listiment. Other critics- -among them orthodox
-theol*ans, political powerholders, business and

, z economic conservatives have accused trustees of

not being 'Establishment enough.,

On occasion they have earned the criticisms. In
the-early days of American higher education, when

r. ,m-ost/ colleges were associated with churches, the
tiusaces-wereusually clerics with-sternideai ofwhat

should anits13.ould'ilat be taught in a church-related
institution,:They _intruded freely in curriculums,

_ = courses, and the behavior of students and faculty

ri :members., ,

On many pretestanecamptisesi*around iiie turn:
the ,century,_ te clerical' influence was lessened

and of withdrawn. 'Clergymen on their- bbardsp- f

,.--.trustees Were-- replaced, in many,: instances,
b4sinessme% as the-colleges and universities sought

---)trusteei`i,VhO-coul_d underwrite -their solvency-AS
state systems ofhigher ed-ticatiOir Were-founded, they--

,Am- were put under the: control of lay regents or
, -trustees. ,

--Trtistee;faculty Conflicts.greW. Infringements,. of

74c4clemid-freedom,,ledtO the founding, in-1915,:of
the Am.erican AssoCiation of University Professort,

oughthe association; faculty membersdeveloped

-:- and, gained wide, acceptance of strong principles Of
-'--acadefni9 freedOm and-tenure. The conflicts e_4sed_-.

but even today many faculty_ members Watch their' ,
stitUtion'-sipoarid of trustees guardedly.
-In < the (past several years, on some campuses,

trustees have come tinder-new kinds of attack.
'At One university,Students picketed a meeting

,--Of/-the governing board beCatiseftwo of itscniembeii;c-
- they said, led-companies producing-w,eaponiusettin
the war inietnani.

do attothei- campus, -studerits.. (joined by some
-faculty :mernbers) chargred, -that college "funds had
been, invested, in companies . operating in racially

4 'divided, South NAfrita. The investments, -said -the

students, should'he canceled;' tfiebteard of trustees-

, shotild be censured.
At aCatholic-histimtion, two 'years ago, most

students and faculty members went on strike be-

cause,the trustees (comprising-33 clerics and 11 lay-

men) had dismissed a liberal theologian from the
_faculty. The board reinstated him, and the strike

ended. A year ago the board was reconstituted to
consist of 15 clerics and 15 layrnen. (A similar shift.
to laymen on their governing- boards is taking place

at many Catholic colleges and universities.)
A state college president, ordered by his

trustees to reopen his racially trouoled campus, re-
signed because, he said, he could not "reconcile
effectively the conflicts between the trustees" and
other groups at his institution.

OW DO MOST TRUSTEES measure up to
their responsibilities? How do they react
to the lightning-bolts of criticism that,
by-their position, they naturally attract?'

We _have talked in recent months with scores of
_trustees and have collected the written views or
many others. Our Conclusion: With some notable

- (and -often highly vocal) exceptions, both the
breadth and-depth of many trustees' understanding
of higher education's Probleins, including the touch-
iness of their own position, are greater than most

people suspect.
a_

Many boards of trustees, we fotind, are showing
deep concern for the views ofstudents and are going

-- to extraordinary lengths to:iknow-t.lienl better.' In-
creasing numbers of boards are rewriting their
by.-laws to include student.' (as well as facultY-

:members) in-thek membership.
Williarn,S. Paley, chairthan of CBS and d: trustee

of Columbia-University; said after the student
breaks -on that- troubled-cain.pus:

"The university may seem [to students] like just

one more example of the establishment's trying to
run-their lives Without consulting/them. . . . It is

- essential that we make it possible for students to
work for the correction of such conditions legitimate

ly and of rather than compulsively -and
violently.

".!Legally the university is the board of trustees,
but actually it is very largely the,community
teachers and ,stUdents-.---Oat a board of trustees
should commit a' 'university community to policies

- and actions without the components of that corn=
munity participating in discussions leading to such
commitments has beccime obsolete and unworkable."-

'Less often -than One might expect, considering,
some of the provocations; did we find boards of
trustees giving '"knee-jerk" reactions even to the
most extreme demands presented to them. Not very
long ago, most boards niight have rejected such

Vie role of higher education' s iiitstees often is misinterpreted and misunderstood
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As others seek a greater voice, _.presidents are natural targets for their attack

demands out of hand; no longer. James M. Hester,
the president of New York University, described the
change:
' "To the activist mind, the fact that our board

of trustees is legally entrusted with the property and
privileges of operating an educational institution is
more an affront than an acceptable fact. What is
considered relevant is what is called the social
reality, not the legal authority.

"A decade ago the reaction of most trustees and
presidents to assertions of this kind was a forceful
statement of the rights and responsibilities of a
private institution to do as it sees fit. While faculty

_control over the curriculum and, in many cases,
student discipline was delegated by most boards
long before, the power of the trustees to set university
policy in other areas and to control the institution
financially was unquestioned.

"Ten years ago authoritarian answers to radical
,questions were frequently given with confidence.
Now, however, authoritarian answers, which often
provide emotional release when contemplated, some-
how Seem inappropriate when delivered."

S A RESULT, trustees everywhere are re-exam
ining their role in the governance of
colleges and \universities, and changes
seem certain. Often the changes will be

subtle, perhaps consisting of a shift in attitude, as
President Hester suggested. But they will be none
the less profound.

In the process it seems likely that trustees, as
Vice-Chancellor Ernest L. Boyer of the State Uni-
versity of New York put it, will "recognize that the
college is not only a place where past achievements
are preserved and transmitted, but also a place
where the conventional wisdom is constantly sub-
jected to merciless scrutiny."

Mr. Boyer continued:
board member who accepts this fact will

remain poised when surrounded by cross-currents of
controversy. . . . He will come to view friction as an
essential ingredient in the life of a university, and
vigorous debate not as a sign of decadence, but of
robust health.

"And, in recognizing these facts for himself, the
trustee will be equipped to do battle when the
collegeand implicitly the whole enterprise of
higher educationis threatened by earnest primi-
tives, single-minded fanatics, or calculating dema-
gogues."

HO'S IN CHARGE? Every eight years,
on the average, the members of a
college or university board must
provide a large part of the answer

by reaching, in Vice-Chancellor Boyer's words,
"the most crucial decision a trustee will ever be
called upon to make."

They must choose anew president for the place
and, as they have done with his predecessors, dele
gate much of their authority to him.

The task is not easy. At any given moment, it has
been estimated, some 300 colleges and universities
in the United States are looking for presidents. The
qualifications are high, and the requirements are so
exacting that many top-flight persons to whom A
presidency is offered turn down the job.

As the noise and violence level of campus protests
has risen in recent years, the search for presidents
has grown more difficultand the turndowns more
frequent.

"Fellow targets," a speaker at a meeting of col-
lege presidents and other administrators called his
audience last fall. The audience faughed nervously.
The description, they knew, was all too accurate.

"Even in the absence of strife and disorder,
academic administrators are the men caught in the
middle as the defendersand, altogether too often
these days, the beleaguered defendersof institu-
tional integrity," Logan Wilson, president of the
American Council on Education, has said. "Al-
though college or university presidencies are still
highly respected positions in our society, growing
numbers of campus malcontents seem bent on doing
everything they can to harass and discredit the
performers of these key roles."

This is unfortunatethe more so- because the
harassment frequently stems from a deep misunder-
standing of the college administrator's function.

The most successful administrators cast them-
selves in a "staff"' or "service" role, with the well-
being of the faculty and students their central con-
cern., Assuming such a role often takes a large
measure of stamina and goodwill: At many in-
stitutions, both faculty members and students ha-
bitually blame administrators for whatever ails them
and it is hard for even the most dedicated of ad-
ministrators to remember that they and the faculw-
student critics are on the same side.

"Without administrative leadership," philosopher
Sidney Hook has observed, "every institution . .

runs down hill. The greatness of a university consists
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A college's itedrt is its faculty. What part should it have in running the place?

predominantly in the greatness of its faculty. But
faculties . . . do not themselves build great faculties.
To build great faculties, administrative leadership
is essential."

Shortly after the start of this academic year,
however, the American Council on Education re---
leased the results of a survey of what 2,040 ad-
ministrators, trustees, faculty members, and students
foresaw for higher educatio'n in the 1970's. Most
thought "the authority of- top admini4rators in
making broad policy decisions will be significantly
eroded or diffused." And three out of four faculty
members-said they found the prospect "desirable."

Who's in/ charge Clearly- the _answer to that
question changes with every passing day.

rr ALL, the job of' the president
has grown to unprecedented propor-
tions. The old-responsibilities of lead-
ing the -faculty and Students have

proliferated., The new responsibilities of money-
raising and business management have been heaped

_ _-
on-top of them. The brief span of the typ- icalyresi-
dencyabouteight years testifies to the roughness

Yet a president and-his administration very often
exert a decisive influence in-governing a college or

\un iversity , One president can set a pace and tone
that =invigorate an entire institution., Another presi:
dent-cart enervate it. _ -/

At Columbia University, for instance, following
last year's. disturbances -there, an impartial fact-

- finding commission headed by Archibald Cox traced
much of the unrest among students and faculty
\members to, "Columbia's organization and style of
administration ":.

4T1-)e administration of Columbia's affairs too
often conveyed an attitude of_authoritarianism and
invited distrdst In part, the, aRPea6nce resuiced
from style; for example, it gave affront to 'read that
an influential university official was no more, in-
terested- in student opinion on -matters of intense
concern: to students than he waS,,in their taste for
strawberries.

"In part, the appearance reflected the true state
of affairs. . . The-president was unwilling to sur-
render abscilute disciplinary poWers. In addition?
government by improvisation seems to have been
not an exception,., but the rule." Th"

At. San Francisca State College, last December,
the leadership of Acting President S. I: Hayakawa,

whether one approved it or not, was similarly de-
cisive. He confronted student demonstrators, prom-
ised to suspend any faculty members or students
who disrupted the campus, reopened the institution
under police protection, and then considered the
dissidents' demands.

But looking ahead, he said, "We xnust eventually
put campus discipline in the hands of responsible
faculty and student groups who will work coopera-
tively with administiations ."

o's uv ctrARGE? "However the power
mixture may be stirred," says Dean
W. Donald Bowl ts of American Uni-
versity, "in an institution aspiring to

quality, the role of the faculty remains .central. No
president can prevail indefinitely without at least
the tacit support of the faculty. Few deans will last
more than a year or two if the faculty does- not
approve their policies."

The power -of the faculty in the academic ac
tivities of a college or university has long been recog-'
nized. FeW boards of trustees would 'seriously con -:
sider infringing on the faculty' -s authority over what

--"goes on in the classroom. for the college ors
university president, he almost always would agree
with McGeorge Bundy, president of the Ford Foun-
dation, that he is, "on academic matters, the agent
and not the master of the faculty,"

A joint statement by thee major organizations
representing trustees, presidents, and professors has
spelled out the faculty's role in governing a college
or university. It says, in, part:,

"The faculty has primary responsibility for such
fimdaniental, areas as curriculum, subject matter
and methods of instructions research, faculty status,
and those aspects of student life-which relate to the
educational process. ,

"On these matters, the power of review' or final
decision lodged in the governing board or delegated
by it to the president should be exercised adversely-
Only, in exceptional circumstances., .

"The faculty sets -the requirements for the degrees
offered in cdur4e, determines when the requirements
have been met, 'and authorizes the president and
board to grant the degrees thus achieved.

"Faculty status and related matters are primarily
a faculty'responsibility. This area includes appoint._
ments,, reappointments, decisions not to reappoint,
promotions, the granting of tenure, and dismissal.
. . . The governing board and president shOuld, on

r
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questions of...faculty status, as in other matters where
the faculty has primary responsibility, concur with
the faculty judgment except in rare instances and
for compelling reasons which should be stated in
detail. ,

"The, faculty should actively' participate in the
t. determination of policies and procedures governing

salary increases. . . .

"Agencies for faculty -participation in the govern-
- mem of the college or university should be -- estab-

lished at each level where faculty responsibility is
present. .
Few have quarreled with the underlying reason ,

for such faculty autonomy: the protection of ack-,
demic freedom. But some thoughtful observers of the
-College and university se-me think some way must be
found to- prevent an undesirable side effect: the
perpetuation of comfortable ruts, in which

faculty members might prefer to preserve the
status quo rather than approve ',changes that the
welfare of their students, their institutions, and

,,s6ciety-Anight demand.
The president of George Washington University,

Lloyd H.Elliott,-put it this way-last fall:
"Under the banner of academic freetiom, [the

individual professor's] authority for his own course
----has become an atincist unchallenged right. He has

been not only free to ignore suggestions for change,
but licensed, it iscassumed;o prevent any change
he hirnielf does not -Choose.

"Even in departments where courses are sequen-
-dial, the indivichial professor chooses the degree to

\

f.
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Who's in ChargeIV

The Students

.

which ,' he will accommodate his
course to others in the sequence.
The question then becomes: What
restructuring is possible or desirable
within the context of the professor's ,

academic freedom?"

,NOTHER) PHENOMENON has af-

;,

. , 74

r4
s,..,;"'

fected the faculty's role
in governing the colleges
and universities in recent

years. Louis T. Benezet, president
of the Claremont Graduate School
and University Center, describes it
thus:

"Socially, the greatest change that
has taken place on the'American campus is the pro-'
fessionalization of the faculty. . . The pattern of
faculty activity both inside and outside the institution
has changed accordingly. _

"The original faculty corporation was the Univer-
sity. It is now quite unstable, composed of mobile
professors whose employment depends on regional
or national conditions in their field, rather than on
an organic relationship to their institution and, even
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less on the relationship to their administrative
heads. . . .

"With such powerful changes at work, strengthen-

ing the professor as a specialist, it has become more
diffictilt to promote faculty responsibility for edu-
cational polity."

Said Columbia trustee William S. Paley: "It has
been my own observation that faculties tend to as-

sume the attitude that they are a detached ar-
bitrating force between students, on one hand and
administrators on the other, with no immediate
responsibility for the university as a whole."

ET IN THEORY, at least, faculty members
seem to favor the idea of taking a greater
part in governing their colleges and
universities. In the Americal Council on

Education's survey of -predictions for the 1970's,

99,per cent of the faculty members who responded
said such participation was "highly desirable" or
"essential.;' Three out of four said it was "almost
certain" or "very likely" to develop. (Eight out of
ten administrators agreed that greater faculty par-
ticipation was desirable, although they were -con-

--siderablij less: optitnistic about its coming about.)
In another survey by the American Council on

Education, Archie R. Thr, kesnow chancellor of the
University of Tennessee at Martininterviewed
106 faculty members at a largeinidwesterzi univer-
sity to get ,,their views on helping ,to run the in-
stitution. He found "a pervasive ambiValence in
faculty attitudes toward participation in decision-

Faculty members "indicated the faculty should
Have a strong, active, and influential role in de-
cisions," but "revealed a strong reticence to give the

--time such a role. Would 'require," Mr. Dykes re-
' ported. "Asserting that 'faculty participation is es-

_jential, they placed participation at the bottom of
The professional priority list and depredated their
colleagues-Who do participate."

Kramer Rohfieisch, -a=- `history professor at San
Diego State College, put it this way at'a meeting of
the American Association of State Colleges and
\Universities: ''"If we do shoulder -this burden [of
academic _governance] to excess, just who will tend
the academic store, do the teaching, and extend the
range of human knowledge?"

The report of a colloquium at Teachers College,
New York, took a different view: "Future encoun-
ters [on the campuses' may be even less likely of

resolution than the present difficulties unless both
faculty members and students soon gain widened
perspectives on issues of university governance."

NvHO'S IN CHARGE? Today a new group
has burst into the picture: the col -.
lege and university students them-
selves.

The issues arousing students have been numerous.
Last academic year, a nationwide survey by Educa-
tional Testing Service found, the Number 1 cause
of student unrest was the war in Vietnam; it caused
protests at 34 per cent of the 859 four-year colleges(
and universities studied. The second most frequent
cause of unrest was dormitory regulations. This
year, many of the most violent campus demonstra-
tions have centered on civil rights.

In many instances the stated issues were the real
causes of student protest. In others they provided
excuses to radical students whose aims were less the
correction of specific ills or the reform of their col-
leges and universities than the destruction of the
political and social system as a whole. It is impor-
tant to differentiate the two, and a look at the
dramatis personae can be instructive in doing so.

T THE LEFTthe "New Left," not to be con-
fused with old-style liberalismis Stu-
dents for a Democratic Society, whose
leaders often use the issue of university

reform to mobilize support from their fellow students
and to "radicakaze" them. The major concern of
SDS is not with the colleges and universities per se,
but with American society as a whole.

"It is basically impossible to have an honest
university in a dishonest society," said the chairman
of SDS at Columbia, Mark Rudd, in what was a fairly
representative statement of the SDS attitude. Last
year's turmoil at Columbia, in his view, was im-
mensely valuable as a way of educating students
and the public to the "corrupt and exploitative"
nature of U.S: society.

"It's as if you had reformed Heidelberg in 1938,"
an SDS member is likely to say, 'in explanation of his
philosophy. "You would still have had Hitler's
Germany outside the university walls." /

The SDS was founded in 1962. Today it is a loosely
organized group with some 35,000 members, on
about 350 campuses. Nearly everyone who has
studied the SDS phenomenon agrees its members are
highly idealistic and very bright. Their idealism has

`Student power' has many meanings, as the young seek a role in college governance
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led them to a disappointment with the society
around them, and they have concluded it is corrupt.

Most sns members disapprove of the Russian
experience with socialism, but they seem to admire
the Cuban brand. Recently, however, members re-
turning from visits to Cuba have appeared disil-
lusioned by repressive measures they have seen the
government applying there.

The meetings of SDSand, to a large extent, the
activities _of the national organization, generally
have an improvisational quality about them. This
often,: carries over into the SDS view of the future.
"We can't explain what form the society will take
after the revolution," a member will say. "We'll
just have to wait and see how it develops."

In recent months the SDS outlOok has become in-
creasingly bitter. Some observers, noting, the escala7
tion in militant rhetoric coming from SDS head-
quarters in Chicago, fear the radical movement soon
may adopt a more openly aggressive strategy.

Still, it is doubtful that sns, in its present state of
,organization, would be capable of any sustained,
concerted assault on the institutions of society. The
organization is diffuse, and its /members have ,a
strong antiriathy ,toward authority. They dislike
carrying out orders, whatever:the Source.

AR MORE INFLUENTIAL in the long run, most
observers believe, Will be the U.S. National
Student AsSociation. In the current spectrum,
of student activism on the campuses, leaders

of the NSA consider their members "moderates," not
radicals. A former NSA president, Edward A.
Schwartz, explains the difference:

"Themoderate student says, 'We'll go on strike,
rather than burn the buildings' down.' "

The NSA is the national organization of -elected
_student governments_on nearly 400 campuses.' Its
Washington office shows, an increasing efficiency
and militancya, reflection, perhaps, of the fact that
many college' students take student government
much more seriously, today, than in the past. ,

The NSA talks of "student power" and works at it:
more student participation in the decision-making
at the country's colleges and universities. And it
.wants changes in the teaching process and the
traditional curriculum.

In pursuit of these goals, the NSA sends advisers
around the country to help student governments
with their battles. The advisers often urge the
students to take their challenges to authority to the
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courts, and the NSA'S central office maintains an
up-to-date file of precedent cases and/ judicial
decisions.

A major aim of NSA this year is reform of
academic process. With a-$315,000 grant from the
F- ord Foundation, the association has established-a
center for educational reform, which encourages
studenti to set up their own -classes as alternative
models, demonStrating to the colleges and univer-
sities the kinds of learning that students consider
wcirthwhile.

The Ford srant, -say NSA officials, will be used/to
"generate quiet revolutions instead of ugly ones"

on college campuses. The igsA Today-is- an organiza-
tion that -wants to reform -society from within,
rather than destroy it and then try to

Also" in the picture are oisaiiizations- of militant
Negro students, such as the Congress for-the Unity
of Black Students, "Whoselounding sessions at Shaw
University last spring drew 78 delegates from' 37
colleges and universities. The congress is intended
as a campus successor to the Student Nonviolent ,

, Coordinating Committee. It will push for courses on
the history, culaire,- art, _literature, and Music of
Negroes. Its founders urged students top 'tirsue their
goals WithoufinterferingWith the orderly operation
oftheir colleges or jeopardizing-their own academic
activities. (Some other organizations of black students
are considerably More militant)

as a "constructive alternative to the disrup7
tive- apprOach," an organization called Associated
Student Governments of the U.S.A. claims a mem-
bership of 150 student governments and proclaims
that has "no political intent or purpose," only
-"the _Sharing of idea§ about student government."

These are some of the principal national groups.
In addition, many .others exist as purely local or
ganizations, concerned with only -one campus or
specific issues. ,

,

E
XCEPT FOR THOSE' whose aim is outright dis-
ruption for disruption's sake, many such
student reformers are gaining a respectful

,

hearing from college and university ad-
ministrators, faculty members, and trusteeseven
as the more radical militants are meeting greater
resistance. An increasing numbers of institutions
have devised, or ire seeking-,--ways of making the
students a part of the campus decision-making
process.

It isn't easy. "The problem of constructive student

participationparticipation that gets down to the
'nitty-gritty' is of course difficult," Dean C. Peter
Magrith of the University of Nebraska's College of
Arts and Sciences has written. "Students are birds
of passage who usually lack the expertise and
sophistication to function effectively on complex
university affairs until their junior and senior years.
Within a year or two they graduate, but the ad-
ministration and faculty are left with the policies
they helped devise. A student generation lasts for
four years; colleges and universities are more
permanent!'

Yale University's President Kingman Brewster,
testifying before the National Commission on the
Causes and Prevention of Violence, gave these four
"prescriptions"-for peaceful student involvement:

Free expression must be "absolutely_ guaran--
teed, no matter how critical or demonstrative it
may be."
- Suitt- ts must have, an, opportunity to take

part in "the shaping andrdirection of the progr4m.s,
activities, and regulations which affect them."

Channels of communication must be kept,
open. "The freedom of student expression must be
matched by a willingness to listen seriously."

The student must be treated as an individual,
with "considerable Jatitude to design his own
program and way of life."

With such guidelines, accompanied by positive
action to give students -a voice in the college and
university affairs that concern them, many observers
think a genuine solution to student unrest may be
attainable. And many think the students' contribu-
tion to college, and university governance will be
substantial, and that the nation's institutions of
higher learning will be the better for it.

"Personally," says Otis A. Singletary, vice-chan-
cellor for academic affairs at the University of
Texas, "my suspicion is that in university reform,
the students are going to make a real impact on the
improvement of undergraduate teaching."

Says Morris B. Abram, president of Brandeis
University: "Today's students are physically, emo-
tionally, and educationally more mature than my
generation at the same age. Moreover, they have
become perceptive social critics of society. The re-
formers among them far outnumber the disrupters.
There is little reason to suppose that . . . if given
the opportunity, [they] will not infuse good judg-
ment into decisions about the rules governing their
lives in this community."
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A college, university can be governed well only hy a sense of its community

Os' IN CHARGE?, Trustees and ad-
ministrators, factilty ,members 'dnd
students. Any other a.nswerany
authoritarian answer from one of

the. groups alone, any call from outside for more
Centralization of authority to restore "order" to
the camputeimisses the point. of the academic
enterprise_ asit has deyelope4, in the United States,
. The concept of that enterpriie echoes the European

- idea of a community of schOlarsself-giverning,
self- determining -- teachers and students sharing'the
goal of pursuing knowledge. But it adds an idea that
from the outset was:-uniquely American: the belief
that our colleges and universitieiMust not be, self-

.

centerecif and ingrown, b tutti ust-serve society.
idea acestiunts for putting the.ultithate legal

authority for our colleges and universities in the
hands of thetrustees or regents. They represent the
_view, of We, larger?, outside-interest the institu,
tions: the interest of cli'urches,Lof gOvernments, of the
people. And; as apart of the College or university's
government, they represent the institution to the

.defending- it against attack, explaining its
cue -6 leglilatures; 'corpotations, labor unions,

-=church groups, and migioni-Of-individtral citizens.
I-- Each group in the campus community has its own
interests, for which It speaks Each-- has its own
authority to govern itself, which it_exercises. Each
has an interest i0he institution as a whcile, which_
ii expresses.- Each, ideally, recognizes the interests of
the others, as-well as the common cause.

-- That last, difficult r-equirement, of course, is

whete the -process encounters the greatest risk -Of
_

Jireakdown.
"Almost atiy proposal for major innovation in the

unifeisitie.s today _runs head-on into the opposition
of powerfUl vested interests," John W. Gardner" has
obseryed. "And the problem is compounded by the
fact that all of us who have grown up-in the aca--
demic world are skilled in identifying our vested
interests with tlie.Good, the True, and the Beautiful,
So that any attack on them is, by definition,
subverstve."

In times of Stress, die- risk of a, breakdown is
especially great. Such times have enveloped us all,
in recent yeats. The breakdowns have occurred, on
some campusesat times spectacularly.

Whenever they happen, cries are heard for
abolishing the system. Some demand that campus
authority-be gathered into the hands of a few, who
would then tighten discipline and curb dissent.

Othersat the other end of the spectrumdemand
the destruction of the whole enterprise, without
proposing any alternatives. ->

If the colleges and universities survive these
demands, it will be because reason again has taken
hold. Men and women who -would neither destroy
the systeM nor prevent needed reforms in it are
hard at- work on nearly every campus in America,
seeking_ Ways to keep the concept of the academic-
community strong, innovative, and workable.

The task is tough, demanding, and likely to-con-
tinue for years to come. "For many professors,"
said the ,president of Cornell University, James A.
Perkins, at a convocation of -alumni, "the time re-
quired to-regain a sense of carpus coMmurnty.

;demands painful choices:" But wherever that sense
has been lost or broken down, regaining, it is

essentiaL
The alternatives are unacceptable. "If this com-

Munity forgets itself, and" .its cortithon stake and
destiny," John ,Caffrey _has written, "there are
powers outside that community who will be only
too glad to step in and manage for us." Chancellor'
Samuel B. Gould, Of the State University of New
York, put it iii-theie words" to a committee of the
state, egislature: _

"This tradition of internal governance . . . must
at all cost-Lbe preserved. Any attempt, however
well-intentioned, to ignore trustee authority or to
undermine the university's own patterns of opera-
tion, will vitiate the spirit of the institution and, in
time, kill the very thing it seeks to preserve."

o's IN CHARGE THERE? The jigsaw
puzzle, put together on the preced-
ing page, shows the participants:
trustees,- administrators, professors,

students, ex-students. But a piece is missing. It must
be supplied, if the answer to our question is to be -
accurate and complete. -

It is the American people themselves:-By direct
and indirect means, on both public and-private
colleges and universities, they exert an influence
that few of them suspect.

' The people wield their greatest power through
governments. For the present year, through the 50
states, they have appropriated more than $5-billion
in tax funds for college and university operatiig
expenses alone. This is more than three times the
$1.5-billion of only eight years ago. As an expression
of the people's decision-making poWer in higher
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Simultaneously, much power is held by 'outsiders' usually unaware of their role

education, nothing could be more eloquent.
Through the federal government, the public's

power to chart the course of our colleges and uni-
versities has been demonstrated even more dramat-
ically. How the federal government has spent
money throughout U.S. higher education has
changed the colleges and universities in a way that
few could have visualized a quarter-century ago.

Here is a hard look at what this influence has
meant. It was written by Clark Kerr for the
Brookings Institution's "Agenda for the Nation,"
presented to the Nixon administration:

"Power is allocated with money," he wrote.
"The day is largely past of the supremacy of the

autocratic president, the all-powerful chairman of
the board, the feared chairman of the state approl
priaticns committee, the financial patron saint, the
all-wise foundation executive guiding higher educa-
tion into new directions, the wealthy alumnus with
his pet projects, the quiet but effective representa-
tives of the special interests. This shift of power can
be seen and felt on almost every campus. Twenty
years of federal impact has been the decisive in-
fluence in bringing it about.

"Decisions are being made in more places, and

Who's in Charge V

The Public

Illustrated by Jerry Dadds

more of these places are external to the campus.
The process began with the land-grant movement

of the nineteenth century, which enlisted higher
education's resources in the industrial and agri-
cultural growth of the nation. It reached explosive
proportions in World War II, when the govern-
ment went to the colleges and universities for
desperately needed technology and research. After
the war, spurred by the launching of Russia's
Sputnik, federal support of activitieson the campuses
grew rapidly.

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS every year went
to the campuses for research. Most-of
it was allocated to individual faculty
members, and they power grew pro-

portionately. So did their independence from the
college or university that employed them. So did
the importance of research in their lives. Clearly
that was where the money and prestige lay; at

,44.cavr'rei



many researc,h-heavy universities, large nuMbers-of
faculti members found that their teaching duties:
somehow.seemedless important to them. his the _

_distribution of fedeial funds had ,substantially
changed many an institution of higher education.

Washington _gained a- :foie in--College and uni-
versity :decision- making in other ways, as well.
Spending money on new buildings may have had no
place in an institution's planning, one y ar; :other
expenditures may have seemed more urgent. But
when the federal government offered large sums
of money lor construction, on condition that the
institution match them from its own pocket;:what
boai=d or president cpUld turn the-offer-down?-

* that. the- influence from Washington was
-- .

-sinister; considermg the vast _sums involved, the
federal programs. of aid to higher education have
beentema. *ably free of taint. But the federal power

.__ to influence the direction of `colleges ,and uni
was strong- and, for most, irresistible:.

-Churchlelated institutions; for example, found
them.r4restei.exaniinin- g-----and often - changing_
their long-held insistence on total seParation of
church( and -State. A few held out against taking
federal funds[but wit_h every passing. year they=
found it more difficult to do so._ Without accepting

,--them; I-college found it hard to competes.-

HE POWER of the public to influence the
campuses will continue. The Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education, in
its impOrtant assessment issued in Decem-

ber, said that by 1976 federal support for the
nation's colleges and universities must grow to
$13-billion a year.

"What the American nation now, needs from
higher education," said the Carnegie Commission,
'can be summed -up in two words: quality and
equality."

How far the colleges and universities, will go in
meeting these needs will depend not basically. on
those who govern the colleges internally, but on the
public that, through the government, influences
them from without.

"The fundamental question is this," said the
State _University of New York's Chancellor Gould:
"Do we believe deeply enough in the principle: of
an intellectually free and self-regulating university
that we are willing to exercise the necessary caution
which Will petmit theinititutionwith its faults
to-survive and even flourish?" .

In answering that question, the alumni and
alunmae haye a-- crucial part ta_pliy./ As former
students, they know the importance, of the higher

- education.a1 process as few- others do. They under-
stand -why it is, and must be, controversial; why_
it does, and must, generate frictions; why it is,(-
and must, be free. And as members of the public,
they can be higher education's most informed and
persuasive spokesmen.

Who's in charge here? The answer is at once
simple and infinitely complex.

The trustees are. The faculty is. The students are.
The president -is. You are.

The report on this and the preceding 15
pages is the product of:a cooperative -en-
deavor in which scores of schools, colleges,
and universities are taking pari. It was pre-

,der the direction of the group listed
W, who form EDITORIAL PROJECTS -FOR

EDUCATION, a non-profit organization associ-
ated whir- the American Alumni Council,-

Naturally, ina report of such length and
scope, -not all statements necessarily relied-
the views of all the persons involved; or of
their institutions: Copyright ® 1969 by Edi-
torial Projects for Education,. Inc. All rights
reserved; no_ part may be reproduced without
the express permission of the editors. Printed
in U. S. .
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